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Abstract

Configuration and management activities are frequently performed both in Local Area and Campus Networks due to the intrinsic variability characterizing such networks as well as innovative services provided by means of them. Indeed, in order to benefit from services like Voice over IP and multimedia content distribution, corporate users need to appropriately configure and manage their network. Suitable strategies have to be undertaken to fulfill stringent requirements imposed by such services on the underlying “integrated” transport infrastructure. These activities are both time and money consuming since they usually are under the responsibility of network administrators and managers. In this paper we present an architecture that allows the configuration of network devices in an automatic fashion in order to facilitate traffic management and prioritization in LANs. On one hand, traffic management is optimized through the segmentation of a corporate network in multiple Virtual LANs via SNMP protocol. On the other, traffic prioritization is carried out by grouping LAN packets into separate classes associated with different priority levels in compliance with 802.1p. The segmentation process is carried out in two steps: in the former the network segmentation in “multimedia hosts” (i.e. IP Phone and Multimedia PC) and “data hosts” is accomplished (as well as traffic prioritization), in the latter the segmentation task is optimized in both VLANs thanks to the utilization of a “Partitioning Algorithm”.
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1. Introduction

Integration currently represents the most innovative concept and, at the same time, the most difficult challenge for all network designers: a single network infrastructure for the transport of all the traffic (data, voice and video). Not only a single network infrastructure but also a single protocol, i.e. the IP protocol, glue of all applications on different platforms: situations in which both wireline world and
wireless world are melted together are nowadays realities and the current trend is the definition of a global communication paradigm, independent of the particular scenario. For corporate users (universities, small and medium enterprises) exploiting the same network to transport voice, video and data represents a good solution to common issues, such as management of different platforms and knowledge of distinct technologies. To make it feasible, a proper configuration activity has to be performed. Indeed, in order that a corporate network may support both data and real-time communications, traffic separation and prioritization have to be ensured by appropriately configuring involved network devices. Therefore, configuration has become a critical requirement for managers in today's highly interoperable networks. Up to now, vendor specific mechanisms to transfer configuration data to and from a device have been developed. However, each of these mechanisms may be different in various aspects, such as session establishment, configuration data exchange, and error responses. On the other hand, several utilities are used to control devices via CLI (Command Line Interface), but they are prone to failure due to the instability and lack of uniformity inherent in a CLI. Such considerations highlight the need for tools based on standard solutions and enabling device configuration in an automatic way.

In this paper we present an innovative approach to traffic management in Local Area Networks: traffic separation and prioritization are ensured thanks to a network segmentation activity in which the SNMP standard protocol [1] is used to configure each device. Basically, by exploiting the functionalities of such a protocol two distinct Virtual LANs (VLANs) [2] [3] [4] [5] are created in order to separate real-time traffic from data traffic over a single network. For this purpose, a preliminary network monitoring activity is performed so as to identify different traffic sources and to help the VLAN configuration process. Indeed, our aim is to classify network traffic into two separated classes: real-time traffic, associated with multimedia applications (videoconferencing, Voice over IP, etc), and data traffic, referring to any other traffic. In order to distinguish real-time traffic from other traffic, the traffic analysis activity is appropriately designed so that RTP (Real Time Protocol) [6] packets are filtered. At the end of this phase, two broadcast domains are dynamically configured via SNMP on the basis of information gathered during the traffic analysis activity: a Data VLAN and a Voice VLAN. The Voice VLAN comprises multimedia PCs, IP phones and any other network host sending RTP packets. The network segmentation, carried out through the configuration of two different VLANs, represents the first step towards the traffic prioritization. In fact, packets arriving at switch ports corresponding to real-time traffic sources are tagged with a higher priority level, in accordance with 802.1p. After this first segmentation a network optimization process is performed: for each VLAN ("Data" and "Voice") a monitoring process determines real communication both among hosts and multimedia PCs and IP phones. In this way, we can group together only the "stations" that really communicate. A real example of Local Area Network, whose configuration is managed by following the proposed approach, is depicted in Figure 1. Experimental results reported in this paper are obtained by using as network testbed the "Computer Science Department and ITeM Lab"
integrated network. Such network is one of the real scenarios where our architecture is currently running [7].

Figure 1: The Computer Science Department and ITeM Lab network

The paper is organized in 5 sections. After this introduction, Section 2 illustrates the context where our contribution has to be positioned and deals with related work. In section 3 "Dynamic VLAN configuration and priority setting" software architecture aiming at configuring and managing LANs in an automatic fashion is presented. Section 4 illustrates the "VLAN manager" software architecture as well as the "Partitioning Algorithm". Finally, section 5 provides some concluding remarks, together with some directions of future work.

2. Motivation and related work

The network management is the collection of tasks performed to maximize availability, performance, security and control of a network and its resources [8] [9]. The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) Network Management Forum has divided network management into five functional areas: Fault Management, Configuration Management, Performance Management, Accounting Management, Security Management. Configuration management deals with initialization, modification and shutdown of a network device [10] [11]. Networks are continually adjusted when devices are added, removed, reconfigured, or updated. These changes may be intentional, such as adding a new switch or hub to the network, or path related, such as a new connection between two devices resulting in a re-routed path. If a network is to be turned off, then a graceful shutdown in a prescribed sequence is performed as part of the configuration management process. The process of configuration management involves
identifying the network components and their connections, collecting each device's configuration information, and defining the relationship between network components [12]. Configuration tasks, such as installing or reconfiguring a system, provisioning network services and allocating resources, typically imply a large number of activities involving multiple network elements. Furthermore, heterogeneity of network devices increases the complexity of configuration and management activities. Without automatic configuration and management, IT managers and administrators must manually configure and manipulate network devices through CLIs; this process is both error prone and time consuming. This approach also leads to difficulties in making adjustments to network parameters, even if network usage patterns are reasonably knowable over time. Given these complexities, dynamic network configuration based on usage requirements can only be achieved with some type of automatic management system. And that's where our approach and our architecture can help. Figure 2 shows cumulative results from several large enterprises and Internet Service Providers (ISP) that describe the commonly occurring problems encountered when a device configuration is changed. It identifies five general categories of network configuration problems, which are defined as follows:

- **Process** is a general group that includes errors in obtaining the right approval, applying the right configuration to the wrong device, applying the right configuration at the wrong time, and other similar problems.
- **Partial configuration** means that only a part of the intended and complex change was correctly applied.
- **Mis-Configuration** means that there was an error in the applied configuration.
- **Security** means that a change was needed to neutralize a hacking, virus, or other security related problem.
- **Induced Change** category means that a subsequent change was required from a previous configuration change.

It was estimated that about half of all changes to the network result in some kind of reported problem elsewhere on the network. Considering that large networks could have more changes daily, an automatic process that will eliminate these errors is greatly needed [13]. Therefore, based on such considerations the availability of tools enabling to configure network devices in an automatic fashion represents an important benefit for network managers.

In the following we present some existing solutions aiming at addressing issues related to configuration and management of network devices. In [14] the design of an SNMP management tool called "scli" is described. Such a tool provides an easy and effective way to use SNMP command line interface in order to configure Virtual LANs, but it differs from our approach since the VLAN configuration is not based on a preliminary network monitoring activity and, therefore, the network segmentation process is not completely dynamic. In [15], the authors present Java ADministration system (JAD). It is a Java based software for the configuration and management of network devices using a web browser. It is a simple but powerful tool that allows users to manage a network device via any Java enabled Web browser. In [15] configuration of network elements is managed
via a set of high-level rules or business policies rather than device-by-device. A network management model for multimedia services in a broadband wireless access network (BWA) is illustrated in [17]. In such a model, SNMP is exploited for both configuration management and fault treatment. In [18] an Automatic VLAN creation based on on-line measurement is presented: our work follows the same approach with the additional feature of presenting an implementation on real networks. Finally in [19] a VLAN Management System is presented.

Figure 2: Network procedure problems [13]

3. Dynamic VLAN configuration and priority setting

In this section we present the details of our architecture for automatic VLAN and priority configuration in order to support real-time traffic over Multiservice Local Area Networks. This architecture is capable to increase the performance of an "Integrated Network" [7] [20]. This work starts from others similar approaches [21] [18], but it is focused on real-time traffic separation and prioritization in real networks. Our software architecture is built of the following main modules: i) Network Monitoring Module; ii) Data Analysis Module; iii) VLAN Configuration Module; iv) Priority Configuration Module. These functional blocks are related to four phases: such phases are shown in Figure 3. Before describing the software modules composing our architecture, we aim at underlining a relevant aspect. We have implemented such modules based on CISCO network devices. It has to be noticed that configuring VLANs comprising CISCO IP phones is already possible in networks built of CISCO devices. In this work we present a global approach suitable to manage network architectures including both Multimedia PC and CISCO IP phones. Moreover, the proposed architecture is extensible to any network device: in this section the open and heterogeneous model our architecture is based on is clearly illustrated. In order to ensure the right behavior of the overall architecture it is necessary, as first step, to connect the Management Station to the switch port associated with Management VLAN and to configure it as port monitoring. In a real implementation of our architecture, the reference network is built of CISCO Catalyst 3500 XL (C3524 PWR XL EN) switches. In order to configure them, the following MIBs (Management Information Bases) are necessary: the BRIDGE-MIB, the CISCO-VLAN-MEMBERSHIP-MIB and, finally,
the "CISCO-TP-MIB" [22] [23]. The first one is introduced in RFC 1493 - this
document defines the section of MIB related to the management of 802.1D-
compliant MAC-bridges - (internet(1) mgmt(2) 1). whereas the others are
vendor-dependent (internet(1) private(4) 1), CISCO sub-tree. In case a diverse
switch has to be managed, the only needed change is to use different MIBs.

3.1. Network Monitoring Module

The goal of the Network Monitoring Module is to identify what network devices
are communicating and what traffic they are generating. In fact, the Network
Monitoring Module produces a list of the IP addresses corresponding to the
network hosts, each labeled as data or real-time traffic source. With reference to
software details, this module is based on WinPcap library [24] [25].

3.2. Data Analysis Module

Taking into account the output of the Network Monitoring Module, the Data
Analysis Module performs the following task: for each network host, it infers the
association between the MAC address and the number of the switch port to which
the host is connected.

3.3. VLAN Configuration Module

Information provided by the Data Analysis Module represents the input to the
VLAN Configuration Module. Such a module is responsible for the creation of two
VLANs: the Voice VLAN and the Data VLAN. On the basis of the previously
determined associations between switch ports and traffic sources, the VLAN
configuration Module segments the network in two parts by using SNMP
commands, such as GET, WALK and SET. Data Analysis Module provides two
lists of hosts: the first list contains data traffic sources whereas in the second list
there are multimedia traffic sources. In these lists, for each host, both IP address
and MAC address are specified. During the configuration process via SNMP it is
necessary to know the association between MAC addresses and switch ports by
checking the OIDs (Object Identifiers) of the used BRIDGE-MIB. To this purpose,
the module sends ICMP Echo Request packets to listed hosts; this operation is
intended to start the process, called backward learning. Since the final part of the
OID is the decimal representation of the MAC address, the associations between
MAC addresses and switch ports can be easily determined by executing an SNMP-
WALK command. In fact, this command returns, for each OID, an integer value \( n \)
from which the switch port number can be inferred taking into account the
following rule (such associations are present in a typical CISCO scenario and
they are vendor dependent): if the switch port \( \in (1, 8) \), then \( n \in (13, 20) \); if the
switch port \( \in (9, 16) \), then \( n \in (22, 29) \); if the switch port \( \in (17, 24) \), then \( n \in (31,
38) \). In order to determine such associations our architecture imposes the following
requirement: the network must be "full switched" (in our context this statement
means that there is a "1 to 1" association between the switch port and the host).
Only in this case it is possible to separate the network traffic. However, if there are
both data traffic sources and real time traffic sources connected to the switch port
"x" by means of an hub, such a port can be assigned to either the data traffic sources list or the multimedia traffic source list (by default, the port "x" is assigned to this last list). After giving a general view of the proposed architecture, now we focus on implementation details.

Figure 3: Dynamic VLAN configuration and priority setting: reference model and architecture

The first step consists in assigning every switch port to the Management VLAN. After this operation, called set_allPORT_VLANdefault, the Bridge MIB contains information about all switch ports. Thanks to the output of traffic sniffing phase, the router (switch layer 3) address can be identified. Hence, the corresponding switch port is configured as Multi-VLAN port (or as Trunk port). Since Multi-VLAN ports belong to each configured VLAN, they enable the communication among different VLANs and the connection to the Internet. However, such ports cannot be associated to the Data VLAN or the Voice VLAN and their status cannot be modified. At this point, by using the CISCO-VLAN-MEMBERSHIP-MIB an SNMP-GET command is executed in order to retrieve information about status of each switch port. In particular, such information is determined by analyzing the value of each OID. In this case, Object Identifiers have the following format: 1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.68.1.2.1.1.1 where "i" is an integer value - i.e. (2, 25) - identifying the "i-1"-th switch port. After gathering information about status of involved ports, the next step consists in determining VLANs already configured. In order to obtain such information, an SNMP-GET command, having as parameter the CISCO-VTP-MIB, is executed. After this operation, names and identifiers of existing VLANs are available: two of them are configured as Voice VLAN and Data VLAN. The last step is the VLAN configuration process that is automatically performed. On the basis of information previously determined, such as identifiers of already existing VLANs and associations among traffic protocols, MAC addresses and switch ports, the following Virtual LANs are configured: Voice VLAN (comprising switch ports corresponding to RTP packets sources); Data VLAN (comprising data traffic sources); Management VLAN (including the management station); Multi-VLAN. By default, the first two existing VLANs are, respectively, labeled as Voice VLAN...
and Data VLAN. In order to assign each switch port to the right VLAN, it is necessary to perform an SNMP-SET operation requiring the following parameters: the VLAN identifier and the OID that is 1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.68.1.2.2.1.2. "j+1" where "j" identifies the switch port. At the end of this task a complete report containing information about each configured VLAN is created.

3.4. Priority Configuration Module

The last module, called Priority Configuration Module, is in charge of providing the real-time traffic with specific guarantee in terms of network performance. Each switch aims at exploiting a useful feature characterizing most switches currently commercialized, i.e., the compliance with the 802.1p. Thanks to the 802.1p standard, LAN switching has taken a step forward in the move towards supporting the convergence of voice, video, and data. 802.1p is a specification for giving Layer 2 switches the ability to recognize the packet priorities. To be compliant with 802.1p, Layer 2 switches must be capable of adding or dropping 802.1p information. The specific value associated with each switch port indicates the priority level applied to untagged packets arriving at that port. Eight classes are defined by 802.1p. On a congested network that uses 802.1p extension, a packet with higher priority receives preferential treatment and is served before a packet with a lower priority. The header field, named Class of Service, of an Ethernet frame can be set with the value representing the priority level which such a frame belongs to. The highest priority is seven and it is usually reserved for network-critical traffic. The zero value is used as a best-effort default, invoked automatically when no other value has been set. Priority packet tagging enables to differentiate traffic based on priority level.

4. A module for VLAN management: VLAN Manager

After the initial configuration of both VLANs (Voice and Data), the second step is represented by a further segmentation performed by exploiting a Partitioning Algorithm. Such segmentation allows gathering all active hosts and IP phones in the same VLAN. By assuming that hosts keep on communicating in the future [25], the aim of the application is to create a VLAN for each group of communicating hosts. Current tools are based on static information to assign the pertaining VLAN. Conversely, our application relies on online measures and computations. This feature enables efficient assignment of hosts to VLANs according to the current traffic situation.

4.1. Automatic sniffing module

Sniffing activities help to build "Traffic Table" and "Hosts/IP Phones Table". The
first one (traffic table) contains information about "who is talking to whom", the second one (device table) the total amount of traffic generated by every single station. These actions are automatically performed.

![Data traffic and Voice traffic in two separated domains](image)

Figure 4: Data traffic and Voice traffic in two separated domains

4.2. SNMP Discovery module

"Traffic Table", which is the output of previous module, contains all measures concerning traffic flowing towards all network devices, included switches and routers, as well as broadcast and multicast traffic. Due to the need to analyze communications among the hosts, a Discovery module is introduced in order to discover all the computers active in the network. Such a module is able to distinguish devices, and it returns addresses of switches and routers to be deleted from the final table. During this process, a supplementary table is created: the "Address Table". This table gives the association between IP addresses and MAC addresses. As an example, in case of 254 hosts (PCs and IP Phones), a square matrix with null diagonal is built. In a 192.168.128.0 network, the element \( a_{32,111} \) represents the traffic between 192.168.128.32 and 192.168.128.111.

4.3. Partitioning Algorithm module

The Partitioning Algorithm module configures VLANs starting from traffic measurements. In case of application on other matrixes, as added value, the Partitioning Algorithm computes the best "Maximum Group" (Maximum Clique) [27][28][29] among all matrix elements. The algorithm creates VLANs on the basis of traffic flowing among network stations belonging to a Campus or Local network. This fact requires the knowledge of the status of all networked stations, in particular whether each pair of stations belong to the same group: "Threshold Traffic" (and its calculus) is the parameter that gives the information concerning the correlation between two stations. Under normal circumstances this parameter is automatically calculated (e.g. as mean value), but it is also possible to set it in a manual way or even to let it come out from a closed-loop algorithm. In this way, a more flexible approach can be taken, since the network manager has full control on the threshold whose value has a great impact on the overall algorithm results. We
added this possibility for our experimentation, too. Stemming from the analysis of measures carried out in laboratory, we choose the mean value of traffic matrix elements as automatic parameter. It is important to notice that, during the threshold computation, a variation in the threshold causes a variation in number of VLANs, but there is not a proportional correlation between them. A bigger threshold does not roughly imply a lower number of VLANs. This behavior can be explained by observing the variation in communication matrix with respect to the variation in threshold, which causes a modification in Maximum Groups. Different criteria have been adopted for the threshold. While in a first time a multiplier factor has been chosen, in the following a new simpler and more correct method has been preferred: after the automatic calculation of mean value, the sorted vector containing traffic values is inspected until the number of VLANs fits the desired value.

First step in the algorithm is the achievement of Traffic Matrix. For instance, for C class addresses, the matrix is 254x254, in case of B class addresses the matrix will be 65534x65534. Traffic Matrices are usually sparse, that suggested us the use of "Sparse Matrix" and of "Three Vectors Method with pointers" methods. After the Matrix acquisition, the threshold is computed. Then, elements that overtake threshold are considered and the matrix is modified in a Triangular Boolean Matrix that has "1" where elements overtake threshold, while "0" in other parts. Of course, because the Matrix is triangular, elements $a_i$ and $a_j$ are equal. A matrix built in this way represents an Undirected Graph.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 5: Test Graph for Partitioning Algorithm**

The example depicted in figure 5 describes the subsequent phase of construction of "Maximum Group". In this case, as figure 5 shows, Maximum Groups are: VLAN 1 : 1, 2, 6; VLAN 2 : 2, 3, 5; VLAN 3 : 2, 5, 6; VLAN 4 : 3, 4, 5; VLAN 5 : 4, 7; VLAN 6 : 4, 1. Group 2,3,5,6 is not present because there are no communications between 3 and 6, thus two separated groups are created. Group (3,4) is not present because it is included in a bigger group. Group (4,7) is a stand-alone group. The Algorithm works in this way: from the first node (selected in a random choice), the whole tree is then checked. A binary tree is created so that only two decisions are possible: Left: current group without last node appended; Right: current group with last node appended. Every new append requires a check on the group, that means a check on every station to understand if it talks to all other stations of the group. When no other decision can be taken, current group is stored, and that group represents a "Maximum Group". The process starts again when the process on the last node is completed. Figure 6 should clarify the last part of the described process (The process is described with respect to only some nodes.
The complete tree has bigger dimensions, in spite of a test graph comprising just 7 nodes. Hatch indicates other routes to be followed). In figure 7 the description in Pascal like notation is reported.

4.4. Automatic Setting Module

Finally, Partitioning Algorithm output enters the Automatic Setting module. Automatic Setting module follows the same approach presented in sections 3.1-3.3, where we present VLAN creation and configuration in case of Voice and Data. In this context the Automatic Settings Module configures switches by using SNMP.

5. Conclusions and future work

Most network designers have to balance the trade-off between existing implementations and the upgrades due to technological innovations, having, at the same time, to cope with the problem of guaranteeing continuity in the service provided by the networks. Among the main issues, the coexistence of different protocols plays a major role, if underestimated, it can bring the whole architecture to work in sub-optimal conditions and, in the worst case, even to starvation. VLANs are the natural answer to such problems. Apart from the large offer of proprietary solutions, provided by a number of vendors, a standard protocol, named 802.1Q, currently exists. The VLAN paradigm represents a mean for the provision of many important features, such as security, virtual working groups, controlled resource sharing and broadcast domains reduction, in front of an increase in the load associated to configuration and management tasks.

In this paper we presented a novel approach to the design and development of a flexible architecture for the effective (and automatic) configuration and management of Local Area Networks. Starting from the concept of “integration”, we pointed out the need for a global architecture enabling traffic separation and prioritization in an automatic fashion for LANs supporting both data traffic and real-time traffic. We then illustrated a model based on a modular decomposition of tasks involved in the network configuration process. This work presents a real implementation that actually proves the benefit of the automatic configuration management process by means of SNMP. On this topic an IETF group is started [32]. Segmenting a corporate network in two VLANs allows reducing the broadcast traffic generated by multimedia applications (VoD, VoIP, etc). Due to paper space limitation, we use this parameter to validate the architecture. In Figure 8 the percentages of broadcast and unicast traffic before and after automatic VLAN configuration in our real network (Figure 1) are depicted. In the first diagram the traffic from multimedia devices (Multimedia PCs and IP Phones) compared with the total measured broadcast traffic is reported. The second diagram refers to the traffic generated by the multimedia devices after the configuration of the Voice VLAN. It has to be noticed that such results are strongly dependent on both network equipments composing the reference testbed and used operating system. In addition, beside to intuitive consideration, by using experimentations on real networks it is possible to demonstrate the goodness of our approach. End-to-End
delay, jitter and throughput can be used like output parameters. In our real experiments, in order to study the benefit of our proposal approach, we envisaged the use of the delay measurement of different network configurations and, in the case of voice traffic, the use of the MOS (Mean Opinion Score) parameter. First output results demonstrate the useful of our idea. We will show these results in a future work.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 6: Solution Tree of Graph in figure 5**

```plaintext
boolean get( listVertix Curr-Whole, IVertix Vertix) begin if Curr-Whole.Attachable then begin if (ExistNextVertix(Vertix)) then begin NextVertix= NextVertix (Vertix); right = get( Curr-Whole - NextVertix, NextVertix); left = get( Curr-Whole, NextVertix); if true (right and not left) Moni(Curr-Whole); return true; end; else begin Moni( Curr-Whole); return true; end; and else begin return false; end; end;
```

**Figure 7: Solution Procedure in a Pascal-like language**

As far as the future work, testing the architecture in networks composed of devices from different manufacturers in order to evaluate its performance represents an important issue. Current implementation is strictly linked to features
of CISCO devices [30], composing the network testbed. However, the software architecture can be easily adapted to network scenarios in which other devices are utilized. Currently, we are testing our architecture by using network devices from manufacturers, like 3Com [31] and D-Link. In these cases only one change is needed: the network administrator must substitute the vendor switch MIB. Once this change has been made, the entire architecture keeps on working without problems. As for real time traffic, experimental results witness the effectiveness of our architecture: the creation of distinct VLANs ensures good network performance to such traffic.

![Figure 8: Broadcast Traffic reduction](image)

Furthermore, it is clear that a fundamental issue is related to the behavior of the proposed architecture in large-scale scenarios. Indeed, scalability represents one of the most important aspects that should be emphasized when implementing multiservice networks. A sharp analysis of potential bottlenecks of our architecture is needed, with the respect to both the single modules and their orchestrated operation. We aim to evaluate the relationship between the VLAN configuration time and the network size. Thus, our future goal is to setup a certain number of networks of different size so as to measure the time needed to carry out traffic separation and prioritization in different network scenarios. Future network testbed will include heterogeneous mobile devices.
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